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6 of 6 review helpful Wonderful collection of stories By A Gentile I enjoyed this book so much I m fascinated by the 
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history of New York City so I bought the book thinking it would mainly tell me what the old garment district used to 
be like It does that but I was surprised at how funny and how deep many of these stories are A couple times a 
seemingly simple story suddenly opened up like the Grand Canyon before my eye In these seventeen wry stories 
Bernstein introduces us to the unsung residents of NYC rsquo s garment district proud lace sewers unscrupulous 
ragmen and salesmen with a penchant for stolen pens Bernstein is a master of brevity most stories clock in at under ten 
pages and he is most concerned with the particulars of human yearning A man offers a million dollars for a ldquo first 
rate rdquo human heart An engineer chooses the suit he will wear every day for t Terse funny poignant honest like 
Malamud s before him Leonard Bernstein s stories attempt to sanctify the ordinary and in the process they provide the 
reader with an experience as humanizing as it is entertaining Steve Stern author of The Frozen Ra 
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